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1. Introduction 

Wontakalowa: Nupaliyan Palii Awabakalkoba 
This heading says, “Greetings, Teach Yourself Awabakal Language.”1 

1.1. First Words 
This booklet is the first volume in a series with the aim to allow people to study a 
course in the Awabakal language from the convenience of their own homes. This 
volume is an introductory work designed more to give you a “taste” for the 
language, than to bring you up to any kind of “testable” standard. Nonetheless, the 
two lessons set out in this booklet provide valuable information and instruction in 
the particular parts of Awabakal speech covered, and does so at a level that 
presumes no previous experience with learning a language other than English or 
familiarity with grammatical terminology. That is to say, we have dispensed with 
almost all technical terms, preferring instead to use labels in plain English that 
describe the part of speech being talked about. The interpretation of the grammar of 
the Awabakal language presented here derives from more than four years of 
research which resulted in the production of a formal Grammar (A GAL) published in 
2008. 

Let us examine the word ‘Awabakal’ itself and what it represents. Let us just look at 
part of it for now, the part ‘awaba’. The word ‘Awaba’ is essentially the traditional 
name for what we now call Lake Macquarie. It is interesting how the name works. 
The first part awa is the root part of words meaning “to smooth out flat with the 
hand”, which suggests that the meaning of awa is “a flat surface with movement”, 
and what, after all, is a lake other than a flat surface with movement? To the word-
root awa the ending ba is attached, and in Awabakal, the ending ba, among other 
things, indicates a place name. For example, if nikin is the word for coal, then 
nikinba means “The place of coal”: which is the traditional name for part of the 
foreshore of Lake Macquarie on which coal could be found lying about on the ground 
(there were several such places). So, Awaba conveys “the place of the flat surface 
with movement” and came to be the name of Lake Macquarie in traditional times 
(the next chapter has some more information about this word). 

The people who spoke the language in this booklet, lived around Newcastle and the 
mouth of the Hunter River, around Lake Macquarie, down to around Wyong-
Tuggerah Lake, and up the lower Hunter Valley to somewhere just beyond or around 
Maitland. The main clan groupings that we know about are, from South to North, the 
Kuranbang (Cooranbong area), Kararkaraan (the Five Islands Clan), Keylkeylba (Mt 
Sugarloaf), Baataabaa (ca Belmont), and Pambalang (Lower Hunter).2 Linguistically 

 

1 Literally wontakalowa means “by which way have travelled?”, but the expression “which way” is 
common in Aboriginal English as a greeting (following the patterns in Aboriginal languages); as a 
greeting it is not a question. 

2 The Pambalang clan extended inland from the Hexham wetlands, following the Hunter River, 
reaching the northern edge lands of Mt Sugarloaf (along Ironbark Creek) (PToB, p. 87). "The 
ceremonial ground for Pambalong weddings and initiations was on the hills of Doghole between 
Minmi and Black Hill, west of modern Lenaghans Drive” (PToB, p. 88). A study in 1981 conducted for 
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speaking, Awabakal is related to other nearby languages. If we begin from the south, 
there is a distant affinity among Awabakal and Gandangara and Tharawal. Closer 
affinity exists among Eora (Yura), Dharuk, Darkinjang, Wonarua, Karee (or Kuringai), 
Geawagal, Gringai, Worimi, Katang and Awabakal. Affinity of fainter relation can be 
found with language continuing along the north coast, with Birpai, Dhanggati and 
Gumbainggir. The relation between Awabakal and Gamilaraay is ancient and weak.  

So, what we are looking at here is the local variety of a broader language group, but 
one whose people stood out on their own as a particular societal grouping more 
closely integrated among its five clans than with the other surrounding populations. 
It was John Fraser, in his Publication An Australian Language (1892), who coined the 
name Awabakal which literally expresses “Man of Awaba”, but is used to name the 
people, language and customs/culture of the local area.3 

 

1.2. Pattern of This Booklet 
This booklet is intended to serve as a primer for people to teach themselves 
Awabakal language. It is very basic. Other publications are planned to provide people 
with more information about the thinking behind the interpretation of the early 
written records (mostly the works of Threlkeld) that led to the production of this 
teaching aid. 

Apart from this introduction, this booklet is made up of three basic divisions. The 
first part is a very brief illustration of a mock conversation comprising a meeting and 
introduction between two people. It also has an illustration of how words are put 
together, and how we can break these words up and translate the parts into English 
in order to show how the language expresses its communications. 

The two remaining chapters are called “Lessons” because they can be worked 
through as lessons, and each contains an exercise that you can attempt and then 
check your attempt against an answer sheet provided at the back of the booklet. 

This booklet is purposely short, as it is designed only to give you a feel for the 
language, and so that you can easily complete it in a short space of time. It is 
designed mainly with adults in mind, but so that, say, a twelve year old should be 
able to work through it and achieve encouraging results. Of course, younger children 
with adult assistance can also benefit from it.4 

One thing that does need to be examined briefly before we begin is the spelling and 
pronunciation system. There is no “right” or “wrong” way to pronounce written 

 

the R. W. Miller & Co Pty Ltd mine proposal states that the "headquarters" of the Pambalang clan was 
around Buttai (WTL, p. 29). These terms are not traditionally names by which these clans identified 
themselves. 

3 It should be noted that +kal is not a masculine ending—as some have surmised—it can be found, 
e.g., in words such as tanowakalbo meaning “all at a sudden”. When the reference is to persons, such 
as Awabakal, the reference to men is by default; ‘a woman of awaba’ is Awabakaleyn. 

4 There are other resources available for young children, at the ACRA office: see contact details at the 
front of this booklet. 
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words, if there were, then the spellings in Australian, New Zealand and British 
English would all have to be different! The spelling system used in this booklet has 
been chosen, after consultation with representatives in the community, to possess a 
simple and consistent method of writing the language with simple rules for 
pronunciation, and without attempting to assume too quickly that we can solve the 
problems left to us by the past. For example, it is said that Aboriginal languages only 
have the vowels A, I, U. But we use all five vowels for Awabakal, because it was not 
possible to ascertain for each word whether a written ‘o’ should be an ‘u’ or an ‘a’, 
and because it remains possible that the Awabakal people had a secondary “round” 
vowel in addition to the ‘u’ (note, ‘u’ always sounds as it does in ‘put’). Rounding of 
vowels, especially final ones, appears to be a feature of the stress patterns of 
Awabakal; Threlkeld noted that the emphatic form wolawola—meaning ‘go’, ‘come 
on’ or ‘hurry up’—often ended up, as he spelled it, ‘wol-lo-wol-loú’ (AG, p. 5). 

The basic “Guide to Pronunciation”, which lines the letters of the Awabakal alphabet 
up with English approximate rhymes and similarities, can be found on the inside 
front cover of this booklet. 

1.2.1. Structure of Sentence Examples 
In this book, sentence examples are set out in 4-lines. Line-1 is the sentence in the 
way it is to be typically written. Line-2 breaks the words into parts: each word is 
preceded by the “pipe” symbol, ‘|’, and the parts of the word are joined by the sign 
‘+’. We illustrate this by analysing the book title below. 

Nupaliyalaan palii Awabakalkoba 
|nu+pa+liya+laan   |palii  |Awabakal+koba 
|try+abstract+IMP+do.together |language |Awabakal+belong 
“Let’s learn the Awabakal language together” 

The part +pa glossed as ‘+abstract’ indicates that the trying is not a physical effort; 
IMP is short for “imperative” which, in Awabakal can be used in relation to “you and 
I” acting together to indicate encouragement, in addition to the usual sense of 
making a demand. 

1.3. More about pronunciation 
Although at this stage it is more important to get used to, and have fun with, 
Awabakal language, than to drill at length practising the sounds until they are 
mastered, there are some things that need to be said about pronunciation of letters 
even at this stage. The reader may skip this next section for now, if eager to get to 
the good stuff, but it is strongly advised that the reader does take time at some stage 
to examine the following sections on pronunciation. 

1.3.1. The letter ‘r’ 
It must be said that we have not with any certainty been able to know what each 
letter ‘r’ in each word should sound like. Very frequently, in an Aboriginal language, 
there is more than one way to pronounce an ‘r’. For example, it may be that one of 
them makes a very strong trilling sound—the sort that you will hear among some 
Scottish people or people from Italy or France. Alongside this trilled ‘r’, there might 
also be one that is made by curling the tip of the tongue, and pointing it up towards 
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the roof of your mouth, as can be heard in Hindi and other languages of India (also 
the ‘r’ we hear in the way some Americans pronounce words like ‘car’ and ‘farm’ is 
weaker but similar). The two kinds, the trill and “curly” ‘r’ can be heard, for example 
in Wiradjuri. 

Quite possibly, Awabakal too had such a division for ‘r’. Unfortunately, we have no 
proper records of this, and moreover, we cannot at this stage know with confidence 
which ‘r’-letters in which recorded words would have one or the other ‘r’-type 
sound. What has been done, then, it to recommend practising every ‘r’ as a trill, and 
then letting community practice determine the ultimate result. 

So, how does one practise a trilled ‘r’. Well, one—perhaps silly—way to do it, is to 
exaggerate that sound we make when we comment in jocular vein on the cold 
weather. We will often say “brrr” loudly, to indicate that we think it’s cold. So, 
practice this “brrr’ and exaggerate the “drilling” sound that it suggests. Ultimately, 
however, the only way to practice it in earnest, is to practice it within the Awabakal 
words.  

Some may have trouble pronouncing the trilled ‘r’. All we can do is our best, and the 
more experience we get, the better we will become at it. 

1.3.2. The couplet-letter ‘ng’ 
In Awabakal, there is no sound related to the letter ‘g’ itself. The letter ‘g’ only occurs 
in the couplet ‘ng’. The sound it represents is the sound of ‘ng’ in English words like 
‘singer’ and is not like the sound of ‘linger’. Notice that in the word ‘linger’ we can 
hear a “hard” ‘g’-sound. Indeed, we could make an argument that it “should” be 
spelt ‘ling-ger’. In Awabakal, unlike other nearby languages—and contrary to certain 
incorrect assessments about Awabakal—this language never adds the hard-g to the 
soft nasal sound of ‘ng’. This point is forcefully specified by Threlkeld in his works. 
And he was very careful on this particular matter, for he would record a word, such 
as that for “elder brother”, by the hyphenated form ‘bing-ngai’ to specify that the 
second syllable is ‘ngai’ and not ‘gai’. By contrast, if there is a hard sound following 
an ‘ng’ he would use a ‘k’, as in the word for wild dog “mur-rong-kai” (now 
marongkai). We follow the same rule in the Awabakal orthography. 

Having settled that matter, we need now to turn our attention to the fact that many 
words in Awabakal begin with ng, a feature of Aboriginal languages that remains 
among the most difficult to master for people who speak only English. There is a 
“singing” game that can help overcome this hurdle. We start with the word ‘singing’. 
Now, hold the middle ‘ng’ sound, that is, hum it and keep the sound going for a 
number of seconds before finishing the word. 

Sing-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-nging 

The hyphens are there only to help identify the couplet as ‘ng’ rather than ‘gn’, but 
the sound is intended to be continuous. 

Singngngngngngngngngngnging 

Now, after practising this for a while, or a few times through, do it again, and this 
time, make an effort to emphasise that final ‘ng’ before the ‘ing’. That is,  
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Singngngngngngngngngngnging 

What this does is to prepare you to begin a word with this sound. Next, say the first 
part (i.e., ‘singngngng…’) under your breath, and speak out loud for the last part (i.e., 
‘nging’). 

You must train your mouth to utter it; but you must also train your ears to hear this 
sound. Next is a method that can help your ears learn to recognise this sound in your 
mind, and so have a better chance of pronouncing it even at the beginning of words. 

First pronounce ‘n’, using the word ‘hen’ as the example. Then, pronounce ‘head’. 
Say them one after the other a few times. The difference that you can hear between 
them is that for the ‘d’ in ‘head’ only the oral passages are letting through a stream 
of air, but for the ‘n’ in ‘hen’ the air—and so the sound—is being directed through 
the nasal passages as well as the oral passages. We can think of it this way: as ‘n’ is 
to ‘d’, so ‘ng’ is to ‘g’. Try what we’ve just rehearsed but use the words ‘hag’ and 
‘hang’. 

Using what you’ve picked up in this rehearsal, practice the ‘ng’ sound by reciting 
‘gun’ beside ‘ngun’ using the ‘g’—‘ng’ difference that you’ve learned by rehearsing 
‘hag’ beside ‘hang’. 

1.3.3. Other differences to be aware of 
The preceding matters about ‘r’ and especially ‘ng’ are fairly crucial; these next items 
could perhaps be skipped at the rudimentary stage; on the other hand, “bad habits” 
early on can be hard to correct later. 

The ‘n’, ‘t’ and probably the ‘l’ are pronounced by placing the flat-blade of the 
tongue against the roof of the mouth. Now, as far as we know, this doesn’t produce 
a sound like that of the ‘n’ in ‘onion’ or ‘new’. But the ‘t’ may well be something like 
the ‘t’ in ‘tune’ such that it suggests a sound between ‘t’ and ‘ch’. This does seem to 
be a little more prominent when ‘nt’ occur together. The township of Wangi Wangi, 
was mentioned by Threlkeld as a place name he spelt ‘Won-ti-won-ti’ and he 
commented on how the early settlers had already corrupted it into ‘won-je-won-je’. 
This suggests that when ‘nt’ occur together the sound of the ‘t’ does begin to 
approach that of ‘ch’ (and perhaps even ‘j’ as in ‘judge’ due to the influence of ‘n’). 

The ‘b’ and ‘p’ are not really different in the way they are in English. Both are made 
with the lips tighter and straighter (so no pouting or pursing of the lips), and there is 
little if any puff of air released.5 The same applies to ‘m’, in that the lips are held 
straight and fairly tight. 

The ‘w’ and ‘y’ are “slighter” in that the mouth is held a little bit more open than for 
English. 

The vowel ‘o’ and ‘oo’ have a sound that is somewhere between the sound of ‘u’ in 
‘bull’ and ‘o’ in ‘or’; technically, ‘o’ is different from ‘u’ in ‘bull’ by being made in the 
front and low part of the mouth, while ‘u’ is made in the high and rear part of the 

 

5 There is a grammatical reason, related to a change in meaning, that accounts for having both ‘p’ and 
‘b’ in the written language. 
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mouth. The double ‘oo’ is just longer in duration or more heavily stressed than the 
single ‘oo’. DO NOT PRONOUNCE IT LIKE the ‘oo’ in ‘pool’. 
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2. Getting Started: Greetings and Farewells 

There is no standard greeting recorded for Awabakal. That is, there is no reliable 
record of what people might always say to each other when they met.6 Because of 
this, we have to be a little creative. 

It is an extensive practice in Queensland for various Aboriginal groups to use the 
English expression “Which way”, not as a question, but as a simple greeting. After 
some thought and discussion, it has been decided to adopt the Awabakal phrase 
Wontakalowa (which way) as a simple, everyday greeting.7 Let me explain this a 
little more. 

There are certain words recorded that were said to be used to attract attention or 
call people over; in such situations, these recorded expressions would still be more 
suitable. We’ve all heard of the common Australian attention-getter, “cooee”, which 
is from an Aboriginal language spoken within, what is today, the Sydney precincts. In 
Awabakal, the same expression was pronounced kaayi. There is also an expression 
wau (see pronunciation guide for how to pronounce au), used to attract attention in 
a more intimate setting. However, for the ordinary situation of running into 
someone in day to day activity, it has been decided that Wontakalowa is to serve as 
the standard greeting. To reply, one can utter A,8 which is a way to say yes or to 
agree with somebody: it has as many senses as the English expressions, ‘ah’ and ‘oh’. 
Another reply could be to say ngaba, which means more or less the same as A; or 
one could say Maroong which means “good”. One could even reply by repeating 
Wontakalowa. Normally, when speaking to others, parts of words are added to a 
main word (or word-root), which acknowledges the person or persons being spoken 
to. It has been decided that when wontakalowa is being used as a greeting, that 
such refinements can be dispensed with. (If it is used as an actual question, however, 
the word-additions should be used). 

At this stage, we want to get a “feel” for the language, and at the same time pick up 
a little something that we could use everyday so that we can say that we are using 
the language every day. A little “greeting ritual” seems like a good way to achieve 
this: A and B are to be regarded as individual speakers. A quick-reference 
Pronunciation Guide is located on the inside front cover of this booklet. 

A Wontakalowa   “which way” (a greeting) 

B Ngaba, wontakalowa  Yeah, good, “which way” (return greeting) 

A Ngatowa Bili   I’m [INSERT YOUR NAME HERE] 

 

6 There are the terms ‘ella’ and ‘alla’, but there is suspicion that these derive from the English ‘Hello’. 

7 Gamilaraay people have chosen the question word Yaama to serve as a greeting; this too, is a 
modern use of that word. 

8 The length of the vowel is up to you. 
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B Ngatowa Arubi9   I’m [INSERT YOUR NAME HERE] 

A Ngatowa palii Awabakal wiyaliin I’m speaking Awabakal language.10 

B Anti parai Awabakal kataangeyn We are in Awabakal country.10 

A Ngatowa koyiyoong wilangbo I’m returning home 

B Nginowabi    Bye bye. 

Reconsider the last entry, nginowabi. It is a compound word which can begin to 
explain something of how the Awabakal language works; examining it will also 
illustrate the way we will break down sentences in the language. 

1. Nginowabi 
|nginowa +bi 
| bye+you.singular 
“Bye.” 

In the first line of the example—in bold type and with a number—is the Awabakal 
expression in its most natural form. The second line breaks up the Awabakal words 
into their functioning parts (that is, separates each part that has a meaning of one 
sort or another by the attachment of a plus sign ‘+’). A vertical line ‘|’ separates each 
word. The third line has the initial English translation (called a GLOSS). Notice that the 
English is directly underneath the Awabakal part that it glosses. Notice too, in 
Example-1, that the suffix (word-ending) ‘+bi’ is glossed as ‘you.singular’: the full-
stop separates the two English words needed to translate the Awabakal word-
ending. So, a plus sign separates actual parts of words in the Awabakal line-2 and in 
the English Line-3 gloss. Finally, the fourth line is the natural, or “free”, English 
translation. The free translation only has a “general” relation to the Awabakal, and 
you must examine lines 2 and 3 to get a fuller understanding. 

In Example-1, we break up the word nginowabi into its STEM nginowa and its SUFFIX 
+bi.  

STEM: this is the word-root, the part that can occur by itself if desired. 

SUFFIX: this is a word-ending that cannot occur by itself, but must be 
attached to a STEM. More than one suffix can attach to a word, and they 
come in different kinds: we deal with each type only as they come up. 

Say, that instead of one person, you meet two people. When you come to say 
goodbye to them nginowabi will not work, because +bi counts one and only one 
person. To say goodbye to two people we must say as below. 

2. nginowabula 
|nginowa +bula 
| bye+you.two 
“Bye” 

 

9 The name Arubi stands for Ruby, because words can’t begin with ‘r’ in Awabakal. 

10 These two lines have been simplified grammatically, with various word-endings left off. 
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So, in Awabakal, there is a special suffix, +bula, that counts exactly two people. Now, 
if there are more than two people, there is another suffix, shown next. 

3. Nginowanura 
|nginowa +nura 
| bye+you.all 
“Bye” 

In Australian English, it does not matter if there is one, two or more people being 
spoken to, the pronoun used doesn’t change: it is always “you” (though we do say 
“youse”, ‘you guys’, etc., for plural number, in casual contexts). In Awabakal, by 
contrast, we must be specific about the number of people being spoken to. From 
these last three examples, we can compose a table of suffixes that count the person, 
or persons, being spoken to. To distinguish between one ‘you’, two ‘you’ and more 
than two ‘you’, let us use a code: e.g., for one ‘you’, let us write ‘U.1’, and so forth as 
shown in the Table below. 

The three numbers of the person(s) being spoken to 

Awabakal suffix English gloss Comment 

+bi  U.1 (singular) These must always attach 
to the end of another 
word, and cannot occur 
free 

+bula  U.2 (dual plural) 

+nura  U.all  (open plural) 

Note that there is another way to say ‘you’ (singular). We can use the word 
Ngintowa, but it would not be suitable with nginowa. The pronouns ngatowa and 
ngintowa are not used often, they are used in respect of introductions, or to make 
special emphasis to oneself or to the person one is speaking to. 

In the next chapters, we take a slow and steady approach, introducing only a few 
ideas at a time. 
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3. Lesson One: This and That; Here, There and 
the Other Place 

3.1. Preliminary Remarks 
In this chapter, we introduce some simple expressions involving the relative 
positions of things. This will help us begin to see how the world was seen through 
the eyes of the Awabakal people in traditional times, and begin to get used to how 
Awabakal language is expressed. It will also introduce the language gradually, so that 
we are not over-taxed by long words or complex sentence-structures. As a result, 
some of the expressions below are incomplete. 

3.2. Simple Reference 
Let us start with the simple idea of saying where a dog is located. There are several 
words for the native dog (dingo) in the Awabakal language depending on whether it 
is wild, tame, male or female. For now, we talk about a tame male dog, the word for 
which is warikal. When more than one English word is needed to capture the sense 
of an Awabakal dog, we put a dot between the words. So, anowa = that.over.there 
and warikal = tame.male.dog. 

For anowa, as long as the dog is more or less away from both the person speaking 
and the one being spoken to, and it is either still in sight or known to be not too far 
away, then anowa is the correct term. 

1. Anowa warikal 
|anowa  |warikal 
|that.over.there |tame.male.dog 
“That over there is a dog” 

Word order is not very important in Awabakal—at least not as much as in English. 
For example, the next sentence has the same meaning as Example-1. 

2. Warikal anowa 
|warikal  |anowa 
|tame.male.dog |that.over.there 
“That over there is a dog.” 

It is also true that whether we translate Examples-1/2 as “That over there is a dog” 
or more simply as “That is a dog” is more a matter of how we want to translate it 
into English words than a matter of which might more correctly capture the 
Awabakal original. If there is any difference in emphasis between Example-1 and 
Example-2, it is that in the first one the emphasis is on “over there” (so the 
corresponding question is “What’s that over there?”) but in the latter the emphasis 
is on the dog (so, “Where’s that dog?” is the question). 

Before moving on, let us also see that Awabakal is not a language that needs a word 
like “is” to make a string of words into a sentence. In English, ‘That dog’ is a phrase 
not a sentence, but in Awabakal anowa warikal is a sentence (though it can also be a 
phrase in a larger sentence). If you like, you can think of words such as anowa as 
always having the sense “that is”; it isn’t quite right, but it won’t do any harm for the 
first stages of study to think of it this way. 
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The next point to consider is that whereas English has a simple division between 
‘this’ and ‘that’, in Awabakal there is a four-way division, and it is more clear cut 
what the difference between each of the words is. Below is a table having the four-
way distinction: let us call a word, like ‘this’ or ‘that’ a POINTER-WORD. 

To sum up, there are four pointer-words in Awabakal, and they have the following 
specific features. 

Pointer-words 

ani this-thing next to the speaker (this.near.me) 

antowa that-thing next to the one(s) spoken to (that.near.you) 

anowa that-over-there in the immediate vicinity of the speaker and 
one(s) spoken to (that.over.there) 

anang thing-at-that-place away from the speaker, one(s) spoken 
to, and location of dialogue (thing.at.that.place) 

The pointer-words antowa and ani are shown in the next two examples. There may 
not be many occasions when such sentences as Examples-3 and -4 crop up in 
conversation as whole sentences, but they illustrate the point we are examining, and 
they certainly would occur as phrases within longer sentences (see Example-6 
below). 

3. Antowa warikal 
|antowa  |warikal 
|that.near.you |tame.male.dog 
“That is a dog” 

4. Ani warikal 
|ani  |warikal 
|this.near.me |tame.male.dog 
“This is a dog” 

The remaining pointer-word, anang, is used when the thing referred to is away from 
where the speaker and addressee are having their dialogue. One, more or less, 
natural expression of its use—again with our topic of a tame male dog—may be as 
follows. Note that Wonta warikal? Would suffice to ask the same question: question 
words, such as wonta, occur first in the sequence. 

5. Wonta anang warikal? 
|wonta  |anang   |warikal 
|where  |thing.at.that.place |tame.male.dog 
“Where is that dog?” 

The basic rule for these pointer-words, then, is that if the reference is to something 
nearby or visible then one chooses either ani, antowa or anowa, but if something is 
out of the vicinity, then the word anang should be used. Of the first three, ani is used 
by the speaker when the thing (person or animal) is closer to him or herself than to 
the addressee (the one being spoken to). If the thing being referred to is closer to 
the addressee than to the speaker then the speaker uses the word antowa. If, by 
contrast, the thing referred to is away from both the speaker and addressee then the 
speaker uses the word anowa. 
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Before, moving on, a matter of some importance needs to be discussed. 

Doing as opposed to just being something or somewhere 
One important way that Awabakal is different from English is this. In the examples 
used in this section, a dog is being spoken of simply as being in a certain place or as 
having a certain feature (that of being tame). However, if the thing referred to is 
spoken about as it is doing something, performing some action or being involved in 
some activity in which it is causing the action, then we must use different words. We 
must add an ending to words like warikal, and we have a set of different words 
instead of ani, antowa and anowa. So, for now—while we are using ani, antowa and 
anowa—we can’t talk about something doing anything, but only describe it as being 
in a certain place or position or of having some quality: being big, small, old, young, 
tame, savage, happy, sad, good, bad, soft, hard, smooth, rough, up, down, near, far 
and whatever else. In the last section, (Summary) we will examine word-endings in a 
little more detail. Let us continue. 

Say, for example, that you wanted to ask somebody if a dog standing next to him or 
her was friendly. Then you would not use the word anowa, but its relative antowa.11 

6. Wiya, antowa marowan warikal? 
|wiya |antowa  |marowan |warikal 
|say |that.near.you  |friendly |tame.male.dog 
“Say, is that a friendly dog?” 

The first word is the root of the verb “talk”, and it can be used in a sense almost 
identical to the English use of ‘say’ in expressions of suggestion such as “Say, how 
about we go fishing”. The second word, our pointer-word antowa refers to 
something that is nearer the one spoken to than to the speaker. Threlkeld translated 
marowan as “tame.” This might prompt you to ask, But if warikal means “tame male 
dog” then isn’t the word marowan together with warikal a bit like saying “a tame 
tame dog”? Well, in a sense, one must suppose that it is a bit like that, but, there is a 
difference between being a more-or-less domesticated dog (tame) and being a 
friendly dog. We must remember that there is not a perfect way to use an English 
word to replace an Awabakal word; sometimes, we can’t always translate an 
Awabakal word with the same English word in every situation. 

Let us next reverse the roles of the speaker and one spoken to in Example-6 and 
show the reply to that question “Yes, it is a friendly dog”. 

7. Ngaba, ani marowan warikal 
|ngaba |ani   |marowan |warikal 
|yes |this.near.me  |friendly |tame.male.dog 
“Yes, it’s a friendly dog”. 

 

11 Examples-6 and -7 are adapted from two of Threlkeld’s examples from his 1827 work, SD (p. 18). In 
that place it asks about ani warikal (this.near.me dog), so the dog was closer to the speaker than to 
the dog’s owner; the owner replied yes about anowa warikal (that.over.there dog), so the “rule” 
using antowa instead of anowa either (1) is not that rigid or (2) Threlkeld did not record the example 
correctly. 
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Let us introduce a first example where we attach an ending to a word, and thus 
begin to see how Lines-2/3 work in these four-line examples. 

8. Kore kirin kataan 
|kore |kirin |ka+taan 
|man |pain |be+now 
“The man is in pain” 

The verb kataan, is based on the root *ka which means either “be” or “stay” or both 
without difference. The form kataan, with the ending +taan, is the PRESENT TENSE form 
of the verb, and—as the translation “now” indicates—means that what has been 
said is true at the time of speech and remains relevant in some way: this will be 
further explained in due course. In the preceding chapter, the difference between a 
STEM and a SUFFIX was explained. The next important thing to understand is the 
difference between a VERB-BASE and a SUFFIX. 

In Awabakal, verbs are built upon VERB-BASES that never occur by themselves as whole 
words. The difference between a verb-base and a stem is that stems can occur as 
separate words in their own right, but verb-bases do not.12 For these discussions, if 
we want to examine a verb-base we will write it with an asterisk preceding it as in 
*ka. 

 

 

VERB-BASE : each verb in Awabakal is built upon a base, that is, a fairly short segment 
on which word-endings (suffixes) are attached. A verb-base, when it is written out 
here will be marked by having an asterisk in front—as done above for the base of the 
verb ‘be/stay’ as *ka. The asterisk indicates that the verb-base does not occur in that 
form, but must have other parts attached (suffixes), indicating the tense or other 
features of the verb. 

SUFFIX : verb suffixes are parts (word-endings) attached to verb-bases, which indicate 
tense (time-relation) or other features related to the verb (these other features will 
be introduced as we go). Suffixes cannot occur by themselves in speech. There are 
also suffixes for nouns (see below). More than one suffix can be added, especially for 
verbs. Because of these suffixes words can become very long and express very rich 
and complex ideas. 

 

The word kirin is translated as “pain”, but it can equally mean “hurt” or “ill” 
depending on the context of the conversation. 

We need next to understand the difference between three types of words: the NOUN, 
ADJECTIVE and the VERB. 

• NOUN: A noun names something. The words ‘stick’, ‘stone’, ‘dog’, 
‘house’, ‘Australia’, ‘birth’, ‘life’, ‘storm’, ‘morning’, ‘goodness’, ‘evil’, ‘illness’, 

 

12 There is a small number of exceptions, which are introduced as needed. 
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‘health’, ‘happiness’, ‘anger’, ‘love’, etc., are all nouns and name things. The 
noun can name physical things, of course, but they can also name “things” 
such as events (e.g., morning) or abstract “things” (e.g., happiness). Nouns 
name things that a sentence is about. When we speak—in English or 
Awabakal—our sentences speak about things (named by nouns), and say 
something about how the things named relate to a situation or how two or 
more things (named by different nouns) relate to each other in a situation. 
Sometimes, a group of words come together to specify certain features of a 
thing named by a noun. For example, though in Awabakal, warikal is a single 
noun, in English to capture the same reference as warikal we need a noun 
phrase, ‘tame male dog’, and it is this whole phrase that stands as the noun 
phrase that names a thing: being a dog which also carries the specific features 
of being tame and being male. In Awabakal, the phrase warikal marowan 
captures the sense that a tame-male-dog is also friendly. Aside from the nouns, 
“dog” or warikal, the other words in these phrases, ‘tame male’ or marowan 
are ADJECTIVES, to which we turn next. 

• ADJECTIVE: Words, such as ‘tame’, ‘male’, ‘big’, ‘Australian’, ‘happy’, 
‘angry’ and so on are adjectives. An ADJECTIVE, in English, is a word that 
describes some feature of another word called a NOUN. For example, the noun 
“dog” names a type of animal, in terms of it just being a certain type of thing—
an animal rather than a stick, or a stone, or a toaster; and a dog rather than a 
fish or bird or cat or kangaroo. To say something more specific (in English), 
such as this dog-animal is of the male sex and is tame rather than wild, we add 
adjectives, and get the phrase ‘tame male dog’. In Awabakal, words such as 
marowan and kirin can—at this stage of your study at least—be considered 
the same as ADJECTIVES. One difference between Awabakal “adjectives” and 
English ones is this. In English, adjectives come before the nouns they add 
descriptive features to. In Awabakal, adjectives follow their nouns. In 
Examples-6 and -7, it appears that marowan precedes warikal, as in the 
English phrase “tame dog”. It does of course come before warikal—thinking 
from left to right order—but it is truer to say that marowan is following the 
pointer-word, antowa.13 

• VERB: Words such as ‘hit’, ‘walk’, ‘laugh’ ‘see’, ‘eat’, ‘sit’, ‘enjoy’, ‘live’, 
‘die’, ‘be’, ‘stay’, ‘wait’, ‘sleep’ ‘believe’  and so forth are verbs of English. In 
Awabakal, verbs exist as verb-bases, which never occur alone, but must have 
various suffixes attached to indicate the TENSE (time-frame) or MOOD (‘may 
happen’, ‘in order to happen’ ‘must happen’ etc.). There are only two 
exceptions to this rule: wiya (see below) and ma.14 Verbs tell us about the 
situation that a noun is involved in, or the relationship between two or more 
nouns. We need to wait until the next lesson to describe and explain action 

 

13 If you’re not sure what this means just now, don’t worry, you will get used to such differences in 
time. 

14 This form ma derives from *uma which forms verbs meaning “do” or “make”. The special form ma 
expresses something like “Go on, I dare you!” 
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sentences, where one participant acts upon another, but we can show how a 
verb places a single noun into a situation. 

For example, ‘The child sleeps’ has the verb ‘sleeps’ to tell us that the situation of the 
child is one of sleeping: in Awabakal this sentence is expressed by  

9. Wonai biriki kataan 
|wonai  |biriki  |ka+taan 
|child  |asleep  |be/stay+now 
“The child sleeps” 

It is possible and grammatical to express the same idea just with Wonai biriki. 

Let us now return to Example-8. As we see in Example-8, the adjective kirin follows 
to noun for “man”. So, the sentence of Example-8 has the sequence ‘man hurt is’ to 
express the same as “The man is hurt”. Similarly, Example-9 has the sequence ‘child 
asleep is’ to express the same as “The child is asleep” or equally “The child sleeps”. 
Let us now proceed. 

Say, that somebody announces the presence of a large rock. A large rock is given by 
the phrase tunung kauwal (rock large); but say that this particular one is a very big 
rock, like a rocky outcrop. To express this, we can double the adjective and get 
tunung kauwal kauwal (rock large large): Awabakal does not use an intensifier-word 
like “very”. This feature of doubling adjectives is very common in Awabakal to 
increase the intensity of the adjective. So, “large” = kauwal but “very large” = 
kauwal kauwal. 

10. Anowa tunung kauwal kauwal 
|anowa  |tunung |kauwal kauwal 
|that.over.there |rock  |large large 
“That is a very massive rock” 

(The sequence Anowa kauwal kauwal tunung conveys “That immense shape over 
there is a rock”, but could easily work to communicate the same as Example-10). 

If there are two features we wish to describe of the same object then it is useful to 
split the different adjectives between the noun and pointer-word. 

11. Anowa woka tunung kauwal kauwal 
|anowa  |woka  |tunung |kauwal kauwal 
|that.over.there |upwards |rock  |large large 
“That up there is a very large rock” 

In Example-11, the phrase anowa woka expresses “That up there” as an introducing 
topic in the sentence. That is, the phrase points us in the right direction to look; this 
is why anowa woka go well together, for they are both pointer-words, and the only 
difference is that anowa refers (to something over there), but woka just indicates a 
general direction (upwards). Overall, then, Example-11, expresses “[look at] That up-
there, the rock [which is] very big”. In this way we see that Awabakal, in some 
respects is far more economical than English, which tends to need more words to 
express things sensibly. 

There is another possible word-order, which can express something slightly different 
to that of Example-11. Say that the speaker and some companion(s), where on the 
look-out for a rocky outcrop and had been informed that it is very big. Say, next, that 
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as the group turns a bend in a dry creek bed, the rock-outcrop looms above them. 
Then, the speaker (who first spots it) might introduce the sentence with a reference 
to the rock (rocky outcrop). A sentence as below, would suit the purpose. 

12. Tunung anowa woka kauwal kauwal 
|tunung  |anowa   |woka  |kauwal kauwal 
|rock(outcrop) |that.over.there |upwards |large large 
“The outcrop! That over there and up; it’s huge”. 

Equally, though, we could have the following word order, and say practically the 
same thing. 

13. Tunung woka anowa kauwal kauwal 
|tunung  |woka  |anowa   |kauwal kauwal 
|rock(outcrop) |upwards |that.over.there |large large 
“The outcrop, up there! That massive thing over there.” 

3.3. More Examples of Adjectives Used in Sentences 
What follows is a series of sentences using different adjectives and nouns in 
sentences of description—mainly about relative location. Commentary is brought in 
where necessary.  

Note: some of these sentences are not fully complete, in that some words are 
missing word-endings that should be attached. It is a simplified set of examples 
suitable for the introductory nature of this chapter. 

14. Ani koolai balkirakaring kataan 
|ani  |koolai  |balkira+karing  |ka+taan 
|this.near.me |tree  |mountain+throughout |be+now 
“This sort of tree can be found throughout the mountains”. 

The part +karing is a suffix, not an adjective (it does not occur by itself),15 which 
means “throughout” or “spread all through” the thing named by the word it attaches 
to as an ending. 

15. Yulota baraa boyikoon malangta 
|yulo^ta  |baraa |boyikoon |malang+ta 
|“footprint” |down |fern  |next.to+it.is 
“[Look] there is a footprint down there near a fern” 

The word for the sole of the foot is yulo, and, when combined with the ending +ta, it 
means “footprint” or “tracks”. When the parts of a word have a meaning that 
changes when the two parts are brought together, we join them (in Line-2) with the 
symbol ^ (called a caret). So, when we join +ta to the end of yulo to get yulota we 
analyse it as |yulo^ta. The same ending +ta, attached to malang, reinforces that 
what is near the leaf is the footprint being spoken about: this strengthening feature 
is called AGREEMENT. 

 

15 However, such a language as Awabakal is very productive, and even a suffix can be converted into a 
verb-base if needed: for a suffix such as +karing a verb-base *karing = “spread through, permeate, 
diffuse through” suggests itself. 
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Agreement is a feature of many languages, but what needs to agree differs from 
language to language. In English, agreement is mainly concerned with getting the 
number and person the same between the subject noun phrase of a sentence and its 
verb. For example, if the subject phrase is of a single number, we say and write, e.g., 
‘The tame male dog is friendly’ we tend not to say ‘The tame male dog are 
friendly’.16 In Awabakal, by contrast and perhaps because word order is fairly free, 
certain kinds of agreements—such as that occurring in Example-15—are very useful 
in keeping track of what we are speaking about. 

16. Parai antakalong kataan 
|parai  |anta+kalong  |ka+taan 
|country  |that.place+distant |be+now 
“That country is a long way away” 

Here, “country” (parai) has the sense of ‘traditional homeland’ rather than region or 
landmass, but it can in other contexts refer to “ground”, “dirt”, etc. 

17. Kataan nakang koolai marang 
|ka+taan |nakang |koolai  |marang 
|be+now |native:bee |tree  |inside 
“The native bee lives inside trees”. 

 

Be careful not to confuse marang (“inside”) with malang (“next.to”). 

 

18. Anowa warikal wilang wubeya 
|anowa  |warikal  |wilang  |wubi+a 
|that.over.there |tame.male.dog |behind |put+past 
“The dog has been left behind”. 

Note that Example-18 implies that the dog was intentionally left at a place, not that 
it lagged behind. For though wilang equally means “lags behind” (and even 
“follows”), the verb-base *wubi has the sense of ‘intentionally places’.17 

3.4. Summary 
In this chapter, we have looked at some simple sentences of Awabakal that spoke 
about things being in a relative position or location. In the next “lesson”, we will 
begin to look at some simplified action sentences: recall the boxed paragraph above. 
Before the next chapter, there is a short word-list, to help you out with some 
exercises that you can run through to see how much you’ve picked up from this 

 

16 Some of our English usage goes against this agreement trend, and we must say that, in English, 
agreement is “weak”. We hear people say, “The group of dogs are friendly’: in formal grammar this is 
considered incorrect because there is only one group, and so it should be ‘The group of dogs is 
friendly’, but in casual English we tend to follow common sense, and when we say the plural ‘dogs’ we 
often follow it with a plural ‘are’. 

17 The final -i- of *wubi changes to -e- because of the attached -y-. It has to do with the positioning of 
the tongue during pronunciation. 
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chapter. The exercises follow the word-list; answers to the exercises are provided at 
the back of the booklet. 
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4. Vocabulary No. 1 

Awabakal English gloss 

+abirang a suffix indicating movement away from, or from out of, the stem to which it 
attaches. Also, e.g., koolaitabirang {|koolai+(t)abirang} “(made) out of wood”. 
A consonant may precede +abirang depending on the last letter of the stem 

anang thing-at-that-place away from the speaker, addressee and the location of 
dialogue; usually the thing is out of sight, but there are some recorded 
exceptions 

ani this.near.me: this thing nearer to the speaker than to the one spoken to  

anowa that.over.there: something in the immediate vicinity of the speaker and the 
one spoken to 

anta that.place spoken of : not visible from location of dialogue 

anti this.place.here: location in which the dialogue takes place 

antowa1 that.near.you: something nearer to the one spoken to than to the speaker 

antowa2 that.place.there: an area located within the boundaries of a larger area 

+bai suffix found on several words signifying family relationship. 

balbang wallaby (species uncertain) 

balkira a mountain or hill; mountains, mountain range; hills, row of hills 

baraa downwards, down, below, beneath, underneath, etc. 

bingai elder brother; and any senior paternal cousins (the name for maternal cousins, 
if different, is not known). 

biyang father: the name you call him; also uncles: the name for grandfather is not 
known (see ngarombai) 

biyangbai father, uncle: when spoken of. 

bulwaara high above, above; very high, a lofty place; above it all 

+emowamba the suffix used to indicate my and mine 

*ka the verb-base meaning ‘to be/to stay’ 

*kaara the verb-base meaning seek out carefully; search; inspect 

kaayi a greeting to someone some way off; “cooee” 

karai karai all around, all around and about; around here; pervading an area 

+kalong distant; a long way away: a word-ending (suffix) meaning this 

kambal younger brother; junior cousin 

+karing throughout; all through; through: a word-ending (suffix) meaning this 

*karka the verb-base meaning jump 

kauwal (1) big, large; substantial; also strong force; (2) many in number 

kauwal kauwal (1) huge, immense: very big; (2) numerous; an abundance; very many 

kekal sweet; having a sweet taste; but also “sweet” looks, sounds, appearances, 
dispositions, etc. 

Awabakal English gloss 

keyawai no, not: the general negative term in Awabakal: see koriyen 
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kikoyi spotted quoll 

kinan net; as fishing nets woven by the women; also string bags 

kirai kirai on all sides; surrounded, encircled; enveloped; bordered; bounded 

kirin pain; being in pain; being hurt; feeling ill; illness 

kokere a shelter made from sheets of bark; was soon employed to denote European 
houses and other building with the coming of European settlement. 

*koolaba the verb-base meaning fish with a line 

koolai tree; also any piece or amount of wood; wood: the substance 

kooti relation, friend, guest, companion 

kore man; men 

koriyen without; a negative term that expresses the lack or absence of the word it 
immediately follows: see keyawai 

*kota the verb-base meaning “think”, “consider”, “speculate”, “ponder”, etc. 

kumba another day; i.e., tomorrow (verb will have future tense), or yesterday (verb 
will have past tense). 

kumbakeynta day after tomorrow 

+lanan verb suffix denoting future tense when the activity is done together by more 
than one person; also if an act is done by people to each other: e.g., Yantiin 
nalanan “everybody will see each other”; but also Yantiin uwalanan 
“Everybody will go together” 

+liin verb suffix with the sense “process happening now”: Gloss code: +ing, to 
which it closely corresponds. 

+ma verb suffix indicating the the sense of the verb-base has been caused in some 
way 

malang next to, beside (of things); close by; does not mean neighbouring (of places): 
see Papai 

makin as “miss”; how to address a young unmarried woman18 

makoro fish; the generic term; also for any fish as food 

*mara the verb-base meaning run 

marakin a young unmarried woman being spoken about 

marang inside, within, in; the interior 

maroong good, pleasant, right, correct (see also Ngaba), appropriate, apt, etc. 

marowan friendly; having a peaceful disposition; placid 

mikan in front of, before (in position, not time or precedence) 

mulubin a sea fern: the exact species is not actually known, but it used to grow in 
profusion around the mouth of the Hunter River and the foreshore of 
Newcastle 

Awabakal English gloss 

Mulubinba Sea-fern-place: modern day Newcastle (East) 

 

18 Note that, of course, in traditional times, women will have become married very shortly after 
puberty. 
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muten a dug out canoe (actually hollowed with fire), 4-5 metres long. See also 
nauwai 

*na the verb-base meaning see 

ngaan Who? question word for asking about people, especially if not in sight 

ngaanke Who? question word to ask about a specific person (especially one within 
sight). 

nakang stingless native bee 

+nan verb suffix indicating future tense: Gloss code: +fut 

nauwai a canoe made out of bark, from 3-4 m long; see also muten 

ngaba yes; indeed; I agree; of course; you’re right; that’s correct, etc. 

ngala that.over.there: the counterpart of anowa when the thing at issue is spoken 
about being active in a relation or situation: Line-2 gloss = ‘that.there(active)’. 

ngali this.near.me: the counterpart of ani when the thing at issue is spoken about 
being active in a relation or situation: Line-2 gloss =  ‘this.here(active)’. 

ngalowa that.near.you: the counterpart of antowa when the thing at issue is spoken 
about being active in a relation or situation: Line-2 = ‘that.near.you(active)’. 

ngapaal woman; women (but not wife or relative: see nukang) 

*ngara the verb-base meaning hear, listen, understand, 

*ngarama based on *ngara *ngarama is the verb-base meaning believe, obey 

ngaro earlier; older; before; first; eldest son; also Elder (as intimate term of address). 
Possibly the word for grand-parent 

ngarombai old man, see ngaro and +bai; possibly the word for grandfather 

ngarongeyn old woman; see ngaro, +ngeyn and +bai; possibly the word for grandmother 

ngatowa I, used when the speaker speaks of him or herself with special emphasis, as 
when introducing him or herself, or acknowledging a question ‘who?’ Gloss 
code: I 

ngawuwa sea gull 

+ngeyn suffix sometimes used to denot the feminine counterpart of words ending 
+bai 

*ninga the verb-base meaning ‘play’, ‘sport’, ‘frolic’, etc. 

*ninmi the verb-base meaing seize, capture, 

nginowa See you later: an expression of farewell with a sense approaching “until we 
meet again”. 

ngintowa You (singular) used when the speaker speaks of the person addressed with 
special emphasis, as when inquiring his or her name, or acknowledging him or 
her with special ceremony; Gloss code: You 

+ngirowamba the suffix used to indicate your and yours (singular). 

ngirin Elder sister; as term of address; also for eldest daughter. 

Awabakal English gloss 

ngirinbai eldest daughter; can also be used to denote an elder sister or cousin 

ngorokaan morning; sunrise, dawn 
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niwuwa He: like ngatowa and ngintowa, a free pronoun able to occur by itself; it is 
only used for special emphasis. 

nukang woman, especially, a wife or female relative 

+owa noun suffix indicating an activity performed together with other person(s); in 
nouns denoting places or directions, means “by way of” 

papai near, neighbouring, bordering (of places) 

parai country, one’s own home-country or territory 

*ta the verb-base meaning eat 

+ta a word ending (suffix) that adds a sense of definiteness; and which connects 
one word in a sentence to another: see Example-15 in Lesson One 

+taan present tense suffix (word-ending) with the sense now; generally the situation 
described has to be true at the time of speech and still somehow relevant to 
the context of the speech 

taiyool youngest son 

*talba the  verb-base meaning flee, escape (from), run very fast 

tanan approach; auxiliary verb of *uwa 

tankaan Mother; both as a term of address and when she is spoken of; the reference 
includes aunties 

tanowa soon; presently; in due course (if soon) 

tibin bird, the generic term; also the word for bird meat as food 

+toowara a suffix indicating that something is in the result of some change of state: e.g., 
‘wiyatoowara’ = “a speech act” 

*tulu the verb-base meaning kick 

tunung A stone, a rock; stone, rock as a substance 

+u the doer suffix; it is atached to stems to indicate that the thing named by the 
stem acts to do something. It is typically preceded by a consonant depending 
on the last letter of the stem. 

*uma the verb-base meaning do, make 

+umba the suffix meaning “belongs to” or “of” for a person’s name, the word of a 
relative and the question word ‘who’ (i.e., ngaanumba = whose?) 

*uwa the verb-base meaning move, travel, walk, etc.. 

waita depart; auxiliary verb of *uwa 

warikal (1) tame, male, native dog; (2) general term for dogs of any type 

+wil verb suffix meaning “may”, “maybe”, “so as to”. 

wilang being behind, trailing behind, lagging; following, tracking 

wilangbo returns; go back to starting point. 

Awabakal English gloss 

+wilkowa verb suffix; a stronger form of +wil, meaning “in order to”, “for the purpose 
of” 

*wiya the verb-base meaning speak, talk, tell (see next) 

wiya Say, in the sense like “Say, how about we…” or “Say, is that…?” 
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woka upwards, up, up there, up here; above, over, 

*wolati the verb-base meaning “meet” 

wonkal foolish; a foolish person; act or behaviour. 

wonta Where? the question-word asking for location 

wontakal Where from man? The question asking for the origin of a male person or 
animal 

wontakaleyn Where from woman? The question asking for the origin of a female person or 
animal 

wontakalowa an informal, friendly, greeting (literally, “Which way?”) 

*wubi the verb-base meaning put or place, leave something somewhere 

wungan younger sister; as term of address; also youngest daughter 

wunganbai younger sister, youngest daughter, when spoken of 

wungara young unmarried male (having past 1st initiation) 

yareya evening 

yinaal a son 

yinaalkan a daughter 

yirar leaf; leaves; foliage 

yitera What:called? A question word asking for the name of somebody or something 

yiterabul Called+name, a word expressing “it’s name is” to be followed by the name of 
something or somebody. 

yulo sole of the foot (human or animal); soles etc. 

yulota a footprint, or set of tracks 
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5. Exercise One: Where is it? 

A. By drawing in connecting lines, match up the Awabakal pointer-word with the 

relation written in English. 

 

Awabakal  English 

anang  this place here 

ani  that near you 

anta  that over there 

anti  that place 

anowa  the thing at that place 

antowa  this near me 

 

 

B. Using Vocabulary No. 1, fill in the missing English words from the gaps in the third 

lines of the following Awabakal sentences. If you feel up to it, fill out the last line 
with a natural English sentence that translates the whole. [HINT: use the Example-
sentences of the preceding chapter, as well as the preceding word-list, to work out 
the following exercises.] 

1) Warikal antakaring kataan 
|warikal  |anta   +karing  |ka+taan 
 
Tame.male.dog |…………………………………  +throughout |be+now 
 
 
“………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………” 

 

 

 

2) Kore anowa kauwal 
|kore |anowa   |kauwal 
 
 
|man |that.over.there |…………………… 
 
 

“…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………” 
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3) Balkira bulwaara kataan 
|balkira  |bulwaara  |ka+taan 
 
|……………………… |lofty  |………….+now 
 
 
“………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………” 

 

 

 

4) Kore baraakalong 
|kore |baraa+kalong 

 

|man |…………………. +distant 

 
 
“………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………” 

 

 

C. In the following, provide, in the spaces set out by dotted lines, the English equi-

valents for the Awabakal expressions on the left. 

 

(i) Tunung woka ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

(ii) Koolai kirai kirai ………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

(iii) Kore anti kauwal kauwal 

 

………………………………………………………............................................................................ 

 

(iv) Wonta antowa baraa warikal kataan? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………................................................ 
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6. Lesson Two: Simple Action Sentences 

In lesson one, it was briefly mentioned that in order to speak of anything doing 
something, we had to add a word ending (suffix) to the word-stem that denotes the 
actor; it was also said that we must use different pointer-words from the ones we 
have been using. That is, for nouns and adjectives, the stem must have a special 
suffix attached to denote the actor in a situation; pointer-words, in contrast, have a 
different stem when used to denote the actor in a situation. We examine these 
matters in the course of this lesson. Let us begin with a simple action sentence (note 
that ‘eld:bro’ = ‘elder brother’). 

1. Waita bingaitu wilangbo yareyata 
|waita |bingai+tu |wilang+bo |yareya+ta 
|depart |eld:bro+do |“return” |evening+it.is 
“Big brother leaves to return [somewhere] this evening”19 

Here we find a simple action; not one where somebody does something to another 
thing, but a simple (future) action of returning to some place in the evening. In 
Example-1, we have added the suffix +tu, which has been glossed by the English 
word ‘do’: this is just our little “code-word” to translate the suffix required when the 
thing referred to by the stem of the word (‘eld:bro’) is involved in some action or 
activity. Note that bingai is returning to a place other than where the speaker is; the 
first word is waita meaning “depart”. From the records we have, wilangbo is not 
used to say “return here”.20 The final word, meaning evening, is built on the stem 
yareya and takes the suffix +ta to indicate “this evening’ is the reference. The 
sentence Waita bingaitu wilangbo yareya could mean “Brother returns evenings” 
meaning any evening (to emphasise this as a regular habit, one could use the “HABIT-
SUFFIX” as Waita bingaitu wilangbo yareyakei). 

Let us now look at a sentence in which somebody “acts” to see another: this is not 
really an action because seeing is an automatic perception; nonetheless, it requires 
to have the doer-suffix on the one who sees the other. In this following sentence, the 
verb nakala can just as commonly occur last. In this, verb-initial, format, we are 
emphasising the sighting, as if to say, ‘The man did too see the woman!’ 

2. Nakala ngapaal koreku 
|na+kala  |ngapaal |kore+ku 
|see+past |woman |man+do 
“The man saw the woman” 

We recall that the word for “man” is kore, but in the form of the raw stem, we can’t 
say he is doing anything. So, we can analyse Example-2 as ‘Saw woman man-do’. 

 

19 Note that, in traditional times, if “big brother” (bingai) is to travel at night, it is implicit that he is a 
fully initiated man, for only these would brave the evils of night-time cross-country travel.  

20 EXTRA INFORMATION : The reason for this—if our records are complete on this word—is that the stem 
of wilangbo is wilang and this means “being behind, lagging, following”, and the word (stem+suffix) 
wilangbo means something like “being itself behind” in the sense of being behind the beginning of 
some journey. So, as one leaves for a journey, any place one has already passed would be wilang 
(behind the traveller), and wilangbo indicates the starting place: in this way, it means “return”. 
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Commonly, the word picking out the doer of the action follows the word naming the 
one acted upon. But any word order is possible and legitimate. 

Observe that in Example-2 the suffix is +ku, whereas in Example-1 the form was +tu. 
The form of the suffix depends upon the word-ending of the stem, and how many 
syllables the stem has. The stem kore has two syllables (‘ko-re’), and ends in a vowel 
that isn’t -i-, and so the suffix begins with -k-.21 In Example-1, the stem bingai ends 
with -i- and so the suffix begins with -t-. A set of tables, indicating the way suffixes 
vary, occurs after this chapter. 

In the next example, we simply reverse the participants (man woman-do saw ), and 
this reveals another variant of the doer-suffix: stems that end in -l- have no beginner-
consonant, and the doer-suffix occurs simply as +u. The verb is put at the end for the 
sake of variety only, however, it does indicate that the focus is upon the man, thus 
that we are emphasising “It was a man who the woman saw” (to get the man, koreta 
would be preferred). 

3. Kore ngapaalu nakala 
|kore |ngapaal+u |na+kala 
|man |woman+do |see+past 
“The woman saw the man” 

Throughout the following, then, you will have to pay some attention to the word-
endings both of the word-stem, and the suffixes. Let us now examine some more 
examples. 

4. Balbang warikalu nataan 
|balbang  |warikal+u |na+taan 
|wallaby  |dog+do |see+now 
“The dog sees a wallaby” 

5. Balbang warikalu namaan 
|balbang  |warikal+u |na+ma+an 
|wallaby  |dog+do |see+cause+now 
“The dog watches the wallaby” 

The difference between Example-4 and Example-5 is telling. Both examples have 
“dog” with the doer-suffix, warikalu, and so we know that the dog is acting to do 
something. The verbs, however, between Example-4 and Example-5 differ in their 
suffixes. Example-4 has the simple present tense suffix +taan, but in Example-5 we 
find the suffix +maan. This can be further broken up into two parts: +ma +an, in 
which the last part carries the tense and the first part, +ma, carries a causative sense. 
What this means is that the verb is now one in which the dog doesn’t just see the 
wallaby (automatic perception) but, as it were, “causes itself to see” the wallaby, and 
that amounts to the sense of “watch” (also look at, guard, mind, inspect, stalk, etc.). 

 

21 Indeed, the fact that the doer-case of man is always +ku and never +tu, in the records, virtually 
proves that the final vowel of the stem is not -i-, so the assumption that this word should be ‘kuri’ is 
false: it might be ‘kura’ (on the three vowel system), but not ‘kuri’. 
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6. Balbang warikalu maraliin 
|balbang  |warikal+u |mara+liin 
|wallaby  |dog+do |run+ing 
“The dog is chasing the wallaby” 

The part +liin, attached to the verb-base *mara, is similar to the English ending -ing, 
as in verbs like ‘is running’; although the dog has the doer-suffix, for this sentence 
strictly to mean “run after” or “chase”, we should add a suffix to the wallaby 
meaning “towards the wallaby” as balbangkako. However, at this stage, we may 
allow ourselves a few shortcuts; besides, one must suppose that Example-6, even in 
the present form, would communicate the idea of Line-4. 

To say that the dog has not caught the wallaby, we may do as follows. 

7. Warikalu balbang koriyen 
|warikal+u |balbang |koriyen 
|dog+do  |wallaby |without 
“The dog does not have the wallaby” 

Note that, even though the dog has not caught the wallaby, we have the doer-suffix 
on the stem, warikalu, because although the result was unsuccessful, there was an 
activity that led to it. The last word, koriyen, is a negative word used especially to 
mean “is without the thing mentioned”, so here, the dog does not possess the 
wallaby; koriyen follows the word that is denied, so, ‘balbang warikalu koriyen’ 
would not make much sense.22 A more explicit way to say the same as in Example-7, 
is given below. 

8. Keyawai warikalu balbang ninmitaan 
|keyawai  |warikal+u |balbang |ninmi+taan 
|not  |dog+do |wallaby |seize+now 
“The dog didn’t catch the wallaby” 

Again, though it is common for a noun with the doer-suffix to follow the thing to 
which something has happened, we have kept warikalu near the negative in 
Example-8, because we are denying that the action of the dog came into fruition. 
The sequence Keyawai balbang ninmitaan is itself a sentence expressing “The 
wallaby has not been caught”. Keyawai doesn’t always come first in the sentence, 
but it very often does. 

I should point out that in all but one instance, among the records, keyawai is used in 
the 1st-person singular, as “I do not…” or “I am not…”. But there is one example of it 
used in the 3rd-person, which is shown below; the symbol PRESN indicates what 
appears to be a “present tense marker” that has become adapted to attach to nouns 
for reasons that remain obscure.23 

 

 

22 It literally means “The wallaby has no dog-doing-something” which seems unlikely to have any 
proper interpretation. 

23 There are only two known examples, the one seen in this sentence and a negative form related to 
keyawai spelt keyawaraan which always occurs first in the sentence and seems to mean “To the 
contrary”. 
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9. Keyawai wirwiraanta ani 
|keyawai |wirwir+aan+ta  |ani 
|no |humbug+PRESN+it.is |this.near.me 
“It is (not heavy) It is light this” (Threlkeld’s exact punctuation) 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18) 

To state that the wallaby has escaped from (out-run) the dog, we must add another 
type of suffix to the stem warikal. 

10. Warikalabirang talbaa balbangku 
|warikal+abirang |talba+a |balbang+ku 
|dog+away:from |flee+past |wallaby+do 
“The wallaby has got away from the dog” 

Here are another few examples. 

11. Tankaantu waita koolabawil uwaa 
|tankaan+tu |waita  |koolaba+wil  |uwa+a 
|mother+do |depart  |fish:with:line+so:as |move+past 
“Mother has departed (so as) to go fishing” 

The verb-base *koolaba has the suffix +wil which indicates either “may/might” or 
“so as to do/be” such-and-such; when a verb has this suffix it is typically without any 
tense-suffixes; often—but not always—there is another verb (here uwaa) that states 
the tense of the sentence. In the next example, we utilise the doer-form of a pointer-
word. 

 

NOTE, the verb-base *uwa is often but not always accompanied by waita (depart) or 
tanan (approach), and they are almost always separated by other words. Sometimes, 
waita and tanan occur as the only verb-like words in a sentence. The actual rules (if 
there are any) for when to do what with these movement verbs are not at all clear. 

 

In the next example we also see another variant of the doer-suffix. Three-syllable 
stems, that end in -r- followed by a vowel, lose the final vowel before attaching the 
suffix; otherwise put, the stem’s final vowel changes to become -u-: this is what is 
intended by |makor\o+u in Line-2. 

12. Ngali wonkal makoru karkaa… 
|ngali  |wonkal |makor\o+u |karka+a  
|this.here(active) |foolish  |fish+do |jump+past  
…marang kinan 
|marang  |kinan 
|inside  ||net 
“This foolish fish jumped right into the net” 

Here, ngali is the active counterpart to ani meaning “this here near me” (i.e., nearer 
the speaker than the addressee). We see, too, the form of the doer-suffix for stems 
of three syllables that end in -ro (also -ra, -re -ri and -ru). For this class of stem, the 
final vowel changes to -u to make the word with the doer-suffix. The same rule 
applies if the 3-syllable word ending in an r, e.g., -rir, -rar, etc. Thus, kokeyirar, a 
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small female kangaroo (or perhaps wallaby), if doing something, is formed as 
kokeyiru. 

13. Ngalowa kekalkei tibintu wiyeliko 
|ngalowa   |kekal+kei |tibin+tu |wiya+liko 
|that.near.you(active) |sweet+habit |bird+do |speak+to.be 
“That bird you’ve got there has a sweet voice to sing” 

A more idiomatic English translation would be, “That bird has a very sweet song”. 
The sense “bird you’ve got there” comes out of the sense of ngalowa. The verb-suffix 
+(a)liko is the INFINITIVE VERB (as in “to sing”). The adjective kekal means “sweet” to 
the taste, but appears to have a similar range of senses as does the English word 
‘sweet’, such that it is sensible to say, ‘sings sweetly’; we add the HABIT-SUFFIX +kei, to 
indicate that the bird’s song is characteristically sweet to the ear. Notice, too, as in 
some early examples in Lesson One, the adjective (kekalkei) follows the pointer-
word. 

14. Ngala kikoyitu kaarawil 
|ngala   |kikoyi+tu  |kaara+wil 
|that.there(active) |spotted:quoll+do |seek:out+so.as.to 
“That spotted quoll over there is on to something” 

The sense of ‘is on to something’ does come out quite naturally from kaarawil since 
the verb *kaara means to “seek out carefully”. 

So, ngali, ngalowa and ngala are the counterparts of the pointer-words ani, antowa 
and anowa when the thing being named—in some sense—has an active role in the 
situation being described. A table of their correspondences is included next. 

 

Table of Inactive beside Active Pointer-Words 

inactive English active English comment 

ani this.near.me ngali this.active.near.me 
The active forms are 
used when the 
referent is an active 
participant in 
something 

antowa that.near.you ngalowa that.active.near.you 

anowa that.over.there ngala that.active.over.there 

anang thing.at.that.place NULL NO COUNTERPART 

 

6.1. Summary 
In this lesson, we have examined some very simple sentences that express actions of 
one sort or another. The four different classes of stems (nouns and adjectives) that 
required different suffixes (+ku, +tu and the two styles that just take +u) were 
illustrated and the three active counterparts (ngali, ngalowa and ngala) of ani, 
antowa and anowa were also shown in sentences. The next section forms an 
appendix to this one, and contains four tables that give the rules for the four classes 
of stems. Following that, a short exercise to test what you’ve learned is set out with 
the answers at the back of the booklet. 
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7. Appendix A: Variants of the doer-Suffix 

Class 1 stems: Doer-suffix rule for words of any number of syllables ending 
with ‘-l’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

ngapaal +u ngapaalu woman+do 

piriwal +u piriwalu chieftain+do 

warikal +u warikalu dog+do 

 

Class 2 stems: Doer-suffix rule for words of 3 or 4 syllables ending with ‘-ra’, 
‘-re’, ‘-ri’, ‘-ro’, ‘-ru’, ‘-rar’, ‘-rer’, ‘-rir’, ‘-ror’ or ‘-rur’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

matara +u mataru hand+do 

kokere +u kokeru shelter+do 

makoro +u makoru fish+do 

walaru +u walaru 24 wallaroo+do 

kootarir +u kootaru cudgel+do 

 

 

Class 3 stems: Doer-suffix for words ending ‘-ng’, ‘-a’, ‘-e’, ‘-o’ or ‘-u’ unless, 
it is a 3-syllable word as for Class 2 

examples suffix doer-word English 

nukang +ku nukangku woman+do 

biraba +ku birabaku shelfish+do 

kore +ku koreku man+do 

mowane +ku mowaneku kangaroo+do 

 

Class 4 stems: Doer-suffix for words ending ‘-n’, ‘-i’, ‘-ai’, ‘-ei’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

tibin +tu tibintu bird+do 

wonai +tu wonaitu child+do 

miti +tu mititu speck+do 

torii +tu toriitu creek+do 

kokei +u kokeitu basket+do 

 

 

 

24 Observe that there is no change in this particular word: it is the only known such example. 
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8. Exercise Two 

A. For the following list of stems on the left, fill out the right hand blanks with the 

word of those stems with the doer-suffix added. 

1. Woman, wife 
Nukang    ………………………………………… 

2. Small Kangaroo1 

Binto     ………………………………………… 

3. Small Kangaroo2 

Arantaka    ………………………………………… 

4. Night-time 
Tokoyi     ………………………………………… 

5. Cudgel 
Kotara     ………………………………………… 

6. Sweet, sweetness 
Kekal     ………………………………………… 

7. Wallaroo 
Walaru    ………………………………………… 

8. Child 
Wonai     ………………………………………… 

9. Wedge-tail Eagle 
Birabaan    ………………………………………… 

10. Kangaroo (small female) 
Kokeyirar    ………………………………………… 

 

B. Identifying the active participant. 

For example, reconsider the sentence below (Example-3 in Lesson Two). 

Kore ngapaalu nakala 
“The woman saw the man” 

In this sentence kore = anowa (that inactive thing over there) and ngapaalu = ngala 
(that active thing over there). Examine the following untranslated sentences. Pick 
out the word having the doer-suffix. Now, look beneath the sentence, and you will 
see the two words ngala and anowa. Write the word with the doer-suffix in the 
space provided next to ngala; pick out the raw stem, and write it in the space 
provided next to anowa. (give yourself bonus marks if you can translate the sentence 
from the word-list in the preceding section). 
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1. Koreku maankala wakool makoro 

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

translation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. Ngapaal wonaitu ngaraa 

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

translation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

3. Yantiintu biraba takaliin 

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

translation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

4. Baiyangbaiyaang wilang warikalu maraa  

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

translation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

5. Biyangbaitu wonai wiyaa 

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

translation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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C. Translate the following sentences, from Awabakal into English or from English into 

Awabakal. 

 

15. Wakool koreku tanan uwaan 

 

 

“………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..” 

 

 

 

16. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
“The dog ran up the hill” 

 

 

 

17. Makoro maroong takiliko 
 
 
 

“…………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….” 

 

 

 

 

18. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
“A seagull swam next to the canoe” 
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9. Answers to Exercise One 

A.  

Awabakal  English 

anang  this place here 

ani  that near you 

anta  that over there 

anti  that place 

anowa  the thing at that place 

antowa  this near me 

                  

B. Fill in the missing English words from the gaps in the third lines of the following 

Awabakal sentences. If you feel up to it, fill out the last line with a natural English 
sentence that translates the whole. 

 

5) Warikal antakaring kataan 
|warikal  |anta+karing  |ka+taan 
|tame.male.dog |that.place+throughout |be+now 
“There are dogs all through that place” 

 

6) Kore anowa kauwal 
|kore |anowa   |kauwal 
|man |that.over.there |big 
“That is a big man over there” 

 

7) Balka bulwaara kataan 
|balka  |bulwaara |ka+taan 
|mountain |lofty  |be +now 
“It is a lofty mountain” 

 

8) Kore baraakalong 
|kore |baraa+kalong 
|man |downwards+distant 
“(There’s) a man way down there” 
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C. Note that while (i) and (ii) can be used as independent remarks (bringing 

attention to the object or situation mentioned) they are more phrases than full 
sentences. 

(i) Tunung woka    a stone up there 

 

(ii) Koolai kirai kirai    There are trees (or wood) all around 

        OR 

      [someone] twirls the stick  

 

(iii) Kore anti kauwal kauwal   “There are very many men here.” 

 

(iv) Wonta antowa baraa warikal 
kataan? 

“Where down there is the dog?” (being 
spoken about). 
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10. Answers to Exercise Two 

A. For the following list of stems on the left, fill out the right hand blanks with the 

word of those stems with the doer-suffix added. 

1. Woman, wife 
Nukang     Nukangku 

2. Small Kangaroo1 

Binto      Bintoku 

3. Small Kangaroo2 

Arantaka     Arantakaku 

4. Night-time25 
Tokoyi      Tokoyitu 

5. Cudgel 
Kotara      Kotaru 

6. Sweet, sweetness 
Kekal      Kekalu 

7. Wallaroo 
Walaru     Walaru 

8. Child 
Wonai      Wonaitu 

9. Wedge-tail Eagle 
Birabaan     Birabaantu 

10. Kangaroo (small, female) 
Kokeyirar     Kokeyiru 

 

B. Identifying the active participant. 

1. Koreku maankala wakool makoro 

ngala = koreku.  anowa = makoro 

“The man caught one fish” 

 

 

2. Ngapaal wonaitu ngaraa 

ngala = wonaitu.  anowa = ngapaal 

“The child listened to the woman” 

 

 

25 There are occurrences of this word with the doer-form as Tokoyiru. 
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3. Yantiintu biraba takaliin 

ngala = yantiintu  Anowa = biraba 

“Everybody in eating shellfish” 

 

 

4. Baiyangbaiyaang wilang warikalu maraa  

ngala = warikalu  Anowa = baiyangbaiyaang 

“The dog chased a butterfly” 

 

 

5. Biyangbaitu wonai wiyaa 

ngala = biyabaitu  Anowa = wonai 

“Father told the child” 

 

 

 

C. The sentences translated according to the four-line method. 

 

1. Wakool koreku tanan uwaan 
|wakool  |kore+ku |tanan  |uwa+an 
|one  |man+do |approach |move+now 
“One man is approaching” 

 

2. Balkira woka warikalu maraa 
|balkira |woka  |warikal+u |mara+a 
|hill |upwards |dog+do |run+past 
“The dog ran up the hill” 

 

3. Makoro maroong takiliko 
|makoro |maroong |ta+kiliko 
|fish |good  |eat+to.be 
“Fish are good to eat” 

 

4. Ngawuwaku watabaa nauwai malang 
|ngawuwa+ku |wataba+a |nauwai |malang 
|seagull+do |swim+past |canoe  |near 
“A sea gull swam near the canoe” 
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The full version of Exercise-4 should have nauwaiyowa, where +owa is a suffix that 
means either ‘together with in activity’ or ‘by way of’: in this instance it would mean 
the latter. 
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11. Glossary of Technical Terms 

ADJECTIVE: Words that describe some feature of another word, called a NOUN. In 
English adjectives come before the nouns they add descriptive 
features to. In Awabakal, adjectives follow their nouns. 

e.g. This abbreviation stands for exempli gratia and is used to introduce an 
example of some sort. 

i.e. This abbreviation stands for id est, means “that is” and is used to 
introduce an explanation of something that has just been written. 

NOUN: A noun is a naming word; a noun names something: physical things, 
“things” as events or abstract “things”. 

POINTER-WORD: A pointer word is one that gives information about place (location) 
and position (relative placement) or direction. 

STEM A stem is the shortest form of a NOUN, ADJECTIVE or POINTER-WORD; that 
is, it is a word that has no SUFFIXES attached to it. See also VERB-BASE. 

SUFFIX A suffix is a component that attaches to a STEM or VERB-BASE, which 
adds to the meaning in a particular way. In 4-line examples, suffixes 
are shown by putting ‘+’ sign in front of them in the second line of the 
example. 

VERB: Words that describe actions, activities, events or of being in such and 
such a condition. 

VERB-BASE The part of the verb carrying its sense, and which does not occur by 
itself in speech. In Awabakal VERBS have one or more suffixes 
indicating tense or mood and person and number.  

WORD A term used to refer to a whole item in a sentence. In the sentence 
examples used in this booklet whole WORDS are indicated by placing a 
pipe symbol ‘|’ before it in the second line of the multi-line example. 
So, when reading the second lines of the examples, words are broken 
up into STEMS or VERB-BASES and various suffixes (joined together using 
a ‘+’ sign). 

WORD-ROOT A term used to refer indifferently to either a STEM or VERB-BASE. 






